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INTRODUCTION

Since June 2010, Spotify has grown from a paying user base of just 500,000 to over 20 million.1 Further, advances in the platform’s technological capabilities and algorithmic precision signal improvements to the streaming service that may further facilitate a positive feedback loop between the product and paid user adoption.2 In light of these promising user adoption and business indicators, some music business journalists believe that music streaming is here to stay.3

The music industry’s transition to a streaming ecosystem has important and even ominous implications for independent artists. First, the economics of streaming continue to bode poorly for them. For example, a spokesman for Spotify confirmed that the company pays “between $0.006 and $0.0084” in royalties to an artist each time a user streams a work by that artist.4 While the company considers this royalty payout “quite large,” for it represents approximately 70 percent of Spotify’s revenue,5 to the independent artist, this wage is the opposite – it is not livable.6

Beyond music streaming, independent artists continue to earn almost nothing for their creative endeavors. Musicians have made commercial ploys and policy pleas to restore some value to their work, over which they have a temporary monopoly thanks to U.S. copyright. However, these attempts have, for many artists – particularly the independents - yielded scant results.

Today’s musician must, therefore, make a strategic decision: to create, or not to create. The incentive theory underlying copyright law suggests that song creation could decline given the infinitesimally small return an artist sees in exchange for his or her creative investment. However, the opposite

2. See Ben Popper, How Spotify Discover Weekly Cracked Human Curation at Internet Scale, THE VERGE (Sep. 30, 2015), http://www.theverge.com/2015/9/30/9416579/spotify-discover-weekly-online-music-curation-interview (citing improvements in Spotify’s recommendation algorithms sufficient to provide individualized playlists to users at scale based on their individual streaming behaviors and preferences as evidence of the product’s continued innovation and staying power in the marketplace).
has occurred. Despite the precipitous decline in album releases over the last five years, the number of individual songs released into the marketplace is at an all-time high. The world today has more music than ever, and continues to get access to it for less and less money. Independent artists, however, continue to make it.

This report argues that the reason why musicians continue to make music as the industry essentially takes it is complex and wholly unrelated to copyright law. As a result, copyright law and, in particular, its underlying incentive theory, make little to no sense from the purview of the modern musician. The modern musician should, therefore, look beyond the growing support for copyright law reform while trying to traverse current market dynamics. He or she should either fight for help, in the form of music creation subsidies, from the government instead of legislative protection, or, stated oversimply, adapt.

This report begins, in Part One, with a brief overview and history outlining the “beginning of the end” of the music industry boom of the 1990s and 2000s, brought about by changes in technology and consumer behavior. Part Two introduces musicians, their earnings, and the financial as well as recognition challenges they currently face. Part Three delves into the mind of the musician, seeking to understand what motivates him or her to create music. Three sub-parts analyze those motivations. Sub-Part A examines an incentive, “winner-take-all” approach to music creation. Sub-Part B rejects the incentive theory as it explores the extent to which business and technology intermediaries in the music industry erode any spoils the modern musician may hope to take under the “winner-take-all” paradigm. Sub-Part C examines a hedonic approach. Part Four further explores business and technology intermediaries, evaluating the extent to which copyright law may in fact better serve their interests than those of the modern musician. Finally, Part Five offers the modern musician three ways forward from the legally, economically, and existentially complex debate over the role of copyright law in the modern music industry. Each of three sub-parts will advise the modern musician on making peace with, and thereafter surmounting, the disheartening dynamics currently at place in an industry that, in many ways, sets the modern musician up for failure.


8. For example, the number of new music works released to the market each year has increased by 50 percent since 2000. See Joel Waldfogel, And the Bands Played On: Digital Disintermediation and the Quality of New Recorded Music, SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH NETWORK (July 25, 2012), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2117372.
I. THE MODERN MUSIC INDUSTRY

The modern music industry grew from its home parlor roots to a multi-billion-dollar global enterprise throughout the twentieth century. Such rapid growth occurred thanks to a number of technological innovations, beginning with the phonograph and the piano roll, and continuing through the advent of broadcast radio, the cassette tape, and the compact disc. The emergence of the MPEG-3, however, fundamentally upended the foundation upon which the music industry of the twentieth century was built.\(^9\)

The MPEG-3, abbreviated as “MP3,” is a digital format that the Moving Pictures Expert Group developed in 1987.\(^10\) The format exists because of a process known as “ripping.”\(^11\) This process, performed by software, copies the content of an audio compact disc, or “CD,” directly onto a computer.\(^12\) A user can thereafter transfer the MP3 to other users through electronic communications such as electronic mail, or transfer mechanisms like peer-to-peer file sharing networks.\(^13\) What is notable about this technology is that it essentially eliminated the need for consumers to buy music in CD form. Consumers could make infinite copies of one audio recording file. The magnitude and potential of this technological innovation also fueled the growth of a number of businesses in the peer-to-peer file sharing space, the most notable (and perhaps notorious) of which was Napster.

Napster was an online file-sharing company that “[facilitated] the transmission of MP3 music files between and among its users.”\(^14\) The company achieved this in three ways. First, Napster allowed users to make their stored MP3 files available to other Napster users.\(^15\) Second, Napster allowed users to search for music MP3 files stored on other users’ computers.\(^16\) Third, the company allowed users to make “exact copies” of MP3 files stored on other users’ computers via the Internet.\(^17\) Napster went live in June of 1999.\(^18\) Almost immediately, the music industry – record labels in particular – voiced its fervent disapproval of the company and the

---

10. Id. at 1004.
11. Id.
12. Id.
13. Id.
14. Id.
16. Id.
17. Id.
nascent file-sharing phenomenon.\textsuperscript{19} A&M Records, in concert with fourteen other record labels, filed a copyright infringement lawsuit against Napster in December 1999.\textsuperscript{20} The consortium of record labels represented as plaintiffs – and by extension, the broader universe of copyright holders in the United States – won what, to outside observers, seemed to be an important victory when the Ninth Circuit imposed an injunction and damages upon Napster sufficient to shut down the business in July 2001.\textsuperscript{21}

Record labels and copyright owners continued winning landmark court cases against companies – and even individuals – accused of copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{22} However, seemingly unwittingly, record labels and copyright owners were losing the broader technology innovation war. For example, while litigating against Napster, record labels were unable to combat the creation of iTunes, a media player and software system that Apple developed and marketed as “the world’s best and easiest to use jukebox.”\textsuperscript{23} Further, record labels and music industry associations fell prey to the negative press associated with choosing to sue their own customers in an effort to reduce peer-to-peer file sharing.\textsuperscript{24} The Recording Industry Association of America (“RIAA”), the trade organization that represents the American music industry, reportedly spent $64 million in legal fees over a three-year period to collect $1.4 million in settlements from individual consumers whom it sued.\textsuperscript{25} Despite these lawsuits and settlements, the rate of peer-to-peer file sharing continued to increase throughout the early 2000’s.\textsuperscript{26} For example, Napster alternatives like Grokster and Kazaa


\textsuperscript{20} A&M Records, Inc. et al. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004 (9th Cir. 2001).


\textsuperscript{22} See id (referencing Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, 545 U.S. 913 (2005); In re Aimster Copyright Litig., 334 F.3d 643 (7th Cir. 2003); Arista Records LLC v. Lime Group LLC, 784 F. Supp. 2d 398 (S.D.N.Y. 2011)).


\textsuperscript{24} See Mike Masnick, \textit{RIAA Spent $17.6 Million in Lawsuits . . . to Get $391,000 in Settlements?}, TECHDIRT (July 14, 2010), https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20100713/17400810200.shtml.

\textsuperscript{25} Id.

emerged.\textsuperscript{27} The latter reportedly boasted 230 million worldwide users in 2003.\textsuperscript{28}

Some music industry stakeholders better understood that file-sharing, instead of indicating imminent threat, indicated a critical need for innovation. In 1999, EMI, AOL, BMG, and RealNetworks founded MusicNet, a global digital music distributor, to compete with the likes of Napster, Grokster, and Kazaa.\textsuperscript{29} However, record labels, even the innovative ones, had done too little too late. They were unable to stop or effectively steer widespread file-sharing. In fact, the practice, after Napster, ballooned. As a result, record labels and copyright holders experienced three-fold losses: money, competitive advantage, and their consumers’ trust.

The losses that the record labels experienced have been enormous. The RIAA reports that, since the emergence of file-sharing in 1999, recorded music sales have fallen 53 percent, from $14.6 billion to $7.0 billion in 2013.\textsuperscript{30} Further, the trade organization reports that Internet users “pirated” approximately 30 billion songs on file-sharing networks between 2004 and 2009. These pirated songs represent approximately 63 percent of music that consumers acquired over the aforementioned five-year period.\textsuperscript{31} Consumers, in many ways, simply stopped buying music. If consumers did buy music, they bought single songs on platforms like iTunes in lieu of full music albums at traditional brick-and-mortar stores.\textsuperscript{32}

The economic and cultural consequences were far-reaching. Tower Records, the venerable music retailer and purveyor of music industry trends since 1960, filed for bankruptcy in 2006 and closed its doors.\textsuperscript{33} Further, record labels themselves faced hyper-consolidation.\textsuperscript{34} During the music industry “heyday” of the 1990s, six major record labels dominated the
market. However, the peer-to-peer file sharing induced industry shift, along with a complex host of other industry-specific and macroeconomic factors, brought that number down to three. Opinions abounded that record labels were archaic, doomed to insolvency and an eventual demise. Their deaths would not only be at the hands of file-sharing, and album unbundling, but also the emerging “do-it-yourself” market on the Internet. Social networking sites like Facebook and YouTube, to many, were nascent but formidable content distribution channels that empowered musicians to deliver their music to fans directly over the Internet. As such, many saw either no place, or an increasingly narrow place, for the record labels that once dominated the music industry.

Critics of this prognosis are quick to point out that the three record labels are far from dead. In fact, thanks to a combination of blockbuster artist release strategies and quiet deal-making with a variety of digital entertainment startups, major record labels may even be experiencing a comeback. Critics also point to two growing industries on the Internet as continued positive indicators: music streaming and webcasting.

Music streaming is a process by which an end user can hear sound as a broadband network transmits it. Music streaming platforms like Spotify

39. Id.
41. For example, the three major record labels, reportedly, have acquired an equity stake of between 10 and 20 percent of established music streaming services like Spotify and (the now defunct) Rdio. Further, Warner Music Group quietly acquired up to five percent of music-streaming site SoundCloud. See id.
allow its users to play specific songs within a platform’s collection on demand. Music streaming is legally distinct from the second Internet phenomenon mentioned above, webcasting. Webcasting services, while leveraging music streaming technology, are non-interactive. Users cannot pick and choose what music they hear on-demand. Instead, services like Pandora allow users to log their reactionary preferences to personalized broadcasts submitted by Pandora’s mix of algorithm and human curation to users. These two companies, among others, bring music and other media to consumers faster, more conveniently, and more cheaply than traditional media download providers like iTunes.

It is, therefore, no surprise that the adoption of music streaming has grown exponentially since first gaining traction in the mid-to-late 2000’s. For example, in 2014, consumers streamed music content 434.7 billion times. Music streaming revenue is also growing at a rate of approximately 39 percent. This growth, in many ways, may help stymie the precipitous, decade-long revenue decline facing the music industry- if it represents a consumer shift away from file-sharing. However, this revenue growth may be short-lived if overwhelmingly led by a consumer shift away from purchasing physical units and downloads.

44. See What is Spotify and How Does it Work?, TECHBOOMERS (Nov. 8, 2016), https://techboomers.com/t/what-is-spotify.
47. This is possible because music streaming services exist in the cloud. Users, therefore, are not required to have the memory necessary to store downloaded content on their computers. Further, music streaming services’ existence in the cloud allows users to interact with services’ content across devices including computer, tablet, and phone. Perhaps the greatest benefit that streaming services provide is cost. Most streaming services have a free, ad-driven tier whereby users can consume content for free in exchange for hearing ads alongside their desired content. Even paid tiers are cheaper than purchasing a digital download. For example, the $9.99 monthly subscription fee to Spotify, in exchange for unlimited access to millions of songs across devices, provides far greater surplus to consumers than the typical $0.99 or $1.29 download from iTunes. See Bakari Chavanu, The Pros and Cons of Streaming vs Downloading MP3s, MAKEUSEOF (Oct. 17, 2011), http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/pros-cons-streaming-downloading-mp3s/.
Some in the industry also point to a growth in live performance revenue as another potential source of future revenue. However, this new growth is not enough to make up for the losses that record labels and the music industry more broadly have experienced over the same time period. Further, these industry changes have largely applied only to record labels and the tech intermediaries now competing with them for recorded music revenue. They fail to include an analysis of musicians, who arguably sit at the middle of—and are most affected by—the industry transformations previously described. Part Two, which proceeds below, will undertake that analysis.

II. UNDERSTANDING MUSICIANS

The Bureau of Labor Statistics refers to musicians and singers as individuals who “play instruments or sing for live audiences or in recording studios.” As of 2014, the Bureau estimates that there are approximately 173,300 professional musicians and singers in the United States who, on average, earn approximately $24.16 per hour for their work. These numbers, however, fail to distinguish between full-time and part-time musicians, and the myriad ways in which a musician may earn money beyond live performance or recorded music. A survey of approximately 5,000 musicians across the United States revealed that the lives of musicians are far more complex and varied than what the Bureau presents. For example, surveyed musicians cited forty-two distinct sources of musician-based revenue in the past twelve months. These musicians reported earning an estimated average yearly income of $34,456 from music-related activities. The Bureau specifically reports that the intermittent


52. Id.


54. See id. at 323.

55. The forty-two distinct sources of revenue were condensed into eight “bucket” sources from which musicians could divide their income (based on a 100-percent total allocation): (1) money from songwriting/composing; (2) salary as an employee of a symphony, band or ensemble; (3) touring/shows/live performance fees; (4) money from sound recordings; (5) session musician; (6) merchandise sales; (7) teaching; and (8) other. Id. at 324; see also 42 Revenue Streams, FUTURE OF MUSIC, http://money.futureofmusic.org/40-revenue-streams (last visited Apr. 22, 2016).

56. The median recorded yearly income from music was $18,000. See Dicola, supra note 53 at 322.
opportunities for work that musicians face often cause them to work only part-time on music-related activities while deriving income from other sources.\textsuperscript{57}

These statistics offer a glimpse at the work that musicians do for relatively little money, in relative obscurity. In fact, online music analytics provider Next Big Sound reports that they consider over 90 percent of musicians in its systems “undiscovered.”\textsuperscript{58} Only 0.2 percent of musicians in its system are “megastars,” and another 0.9 percent are “mainstream.”\textsuperscript{59} Musicians, it seems, overwhelmingly struggle.\textsuperscript{60}

Given these financial as well as recognition challenges, this report will focus specifically on musicians’ motivations for producing recorded music. Specifically, this report focuses on what may motivate musicians to record and release pop/rock music. The rationale for doing so is simple, and, admittedly self-interested: the author has a particular love and passion for the genre. This report further concentrates on recorded music to understand musicians’ motivations for creation, as this asset in particular has suffered the hardest from Internet-driven technological innovation.

The economics and profitability of recorded music have eroded drastically over the last fifteen years.\textsuperscript{61} For example, in 2011, ninety-four percent of all albums released sold fewer than 1,000 copies.\textsuperscript{62} Eighty percent of that cohort sold fewer than 100 copies. Most shocking of all, though, is the statistic that only 0.5 percent of all albums released in 2011 that managed to sell one copy surpassed the 10,000 units sold threshold.\textsuperscript{63} Record labels and musicians alike have therefore had to look beyond recorded music sales for revenue.

\textsuperscript{57} See id. at 347; see also U.S. DEP’T OF LABOR, supra note 51.
\textsuperscript{58} Industry Report 2014, supra note 48.
\textsuperscript{59} Id.
\textsuperscript{60} Only 57 musicians surveyed (1.1% of total) reported earning more than $200,000 in yearly income from music-related activities. Twenty-two of those fifty-seven musicians belong to the rock/pop category. It is important to note here that, while an income of $34,456 is well above the poverty threshold for one person in the United States ($12,071), the aforementioned income is roughly in line with recent legislative action, in California and New York, that would raise the minimum wage to $15/hour, or approximately $31,200 per year. Being a musician, therefore, is equivalent on a monetary basis with minimum-wage employment. See DiCola, supra note 53 at 350; see also What are the poverty thresholds and poverty guidelines?, INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY, http://www.iris.wisc.edu/faqs/faq1.htm#thresholds (last visited Apr. 22, 2016); see also John Bacon, $15 minimum wage coming to New York, Calif., USA TODAY (Apr. 5, 2016, 7:10 AM), http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2016/04/04/california-new-york-minimum-wage-hikes-signed-into-law/82617510/.
\textsuperscript{61} RECORDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, supra note 49.
\textsuperscript{62} Id.
\textsuperscript{63} Id.
Record labels have found new revenue streams by licensing recorded music to technology intermediaries for music streaming. Musicians, however, get paid essentially nothing from this channel. Damon Krukowski, the former drummer of the now defunct American alternative rock band Galaxie 500, (in)famously reported that his share of revenues earned from 7,800 plays on Pandora of the band’s song “Tugboat” amounted to forty cents. Independent cellist Zoë Keating, who has sold well over 3,000 albums on iTunes, also made her digital earnings public. She reported earning just $0.00438 per stream on Spotify.

Paltry paydays seemingly affect even the most successful of artists in the digital era. International superstar Pharrell, for instance, reportedly earned between $2,700 and $25,000 in publisher and songwriter royalties from his Grammy-nominated song “Happy,” which users streamed 43 million times on Pandora in the first quarter of 2014 alone. These figures are unnerving, but may actually reflect the plausible reality that musicians own a far smaller share of their music than they think. As a result, some musicians, although correct to point out this payment problem, may be overstating it. The problem, though, is that, across the industry, there is not sufficient transparency in royalty and payment accounting to fully deconstruct and understand this issue.

These problems, however, are not sufficient deterrents to the modern musician. In fact, the supply of new music in the marketplace continues to reach new yearly highs. That number continues to grow rapidly thanks to ever-lowering costs of recording music and thereafter distributing it across digital channels through services like CDBaby and Tunecore.

64. See Krukowski, supra note 6.
65. Krukowski owns the copyright to “Tugboat,” and wrote the song. As a result, Krukowski did not face administrative deductions that performing rights organizations normally extract from artists’ earnings in exchange for managing artists’ copyrights. His forty-royalty consists of a thirty-three cent mechanical royalty (for being the songwriter) and a seven-cent performance royalty. Id.
67. Users streamed Keating’s music 435,035 times during the 2014 year, earning Keating $1,764.18, net of performance rights organization deductions. See id.
70. This report previously stated that the number of new music works released to the market each year has increased by 50 percent since 2000. See Waldfogel, supra note 8.
supply the market with recorded pop music, but also accelerate their number of offerings? The next part of this report explores what drivers, both intrinsic and extrinsic, may motivate musicians to continue creating music despite the economics underlying recorded music working fundamentally against them.

III. INSIDE THE MIND OF THE MUSICIAN

A multitude of scholarship exists attempting to extract and understand the individual and collective motivations driving music creation. However, one of the problems that scholars have faced in their pursuit is that relatively little formal data exists assessing precisely why musicians create. There is a dearth of data because, fundamentally, the drivers of human emotion and motivation are multi-faceted and highly complex. Scholars have, therefore, had to rely on surveys, inferences, and estimations to understand the inner workings of the musician’s mind. Two over-arching theories have emerged from scholars’ work: incentive and hedonic theories. In Sub-Part A of this section, the report will first walk through the incentive theory as a musician’s motivator, and the role it plays in helping musicians navigate the “winner-take-all” dynamics that exist in the modern music industry. Sub-Part B ultimately rejects the incentive theory, instead arguing that because intermediaries’ business practices financially sabotage even the most-savvy and successful creators, something other than the incentive theory must be motivating musicians to create. Following this analysis, in Sub-Part C, the report will move on to examine hedonic theories driving music creation, and, given the strength of those hedonic values, questions the relevance of incentive-theory-driven copyright in the modern music industry.

A. Incentive Theories: Managing Incentives in a “Winner-Take-All” Economy

A “winner-take-all” economy is one in which “the value of what gets produced in them often depends on the efforts of only a small number of top performers, who are paid accordingly.” The modern music industry is one such economy. For example, fifteen percent of digital song sales in 2011 comprised titles that sold more than one million copies, up from seven

72. Id.
percent in 2007.\textsuperscript{74} The phenomenon also extends to the Internet and social media reach.\textsuperscript{75} Over eighty percent of artists in Next Big Sound’s database earn less than one Facebook page like per day.\textsuperscript{76} The top tier of artists in Next Big Sound’s database, which comprise 0.2 percent of total, have fifty percent of all Facebook fans, YouTube views, and Vevo views tracked by the company.\textsuperscript{77} Further, the company reports that over ninety percent of the artists it tracks have fewer than three percent of the likes and plays across the three aforementioned channels. The few, the superstars, clearly dominate.

Outsized rewards, both monetary and existential, that flow from “winning” the “winner-take-all” economy may, and do, lure many musicians into the modern music industry. As a result, overcrowding occurs.\textsuperscript{78} There is simply a glut of talent in the market, supplying it with an increasing amount of content, in the hopes of winning outsized rewards.\textsuperscript{79} For example, legal scholar Henry H. Perritt, Jr., estimates that a serious musician has, on average, a 0.024 percent change of “taking the spoils” in the modern music industry.\textsuperscript{80} By comparison, Perritt notes that a musician has “a 0.0004 percent probability of being struck by lightning, a 0.022 percent probability of being murdered, and a 0.02 percent probability of being killed in an automobile accident.”\textsuperscript{81} Despite these odds, the supply of new music in the marketplace continues to eclipse previous records.

These probabilities strongly suggest that the incentive theory may explain why so many musicians enter the modern music industry’s “winner-take-all” economy. Musicians want a chance at outsized riches and fame. Entry may therefore be akin to entering the lottery. While entering a lottery may be rational for an individual musician with a high risk-taking utility function, other musicians, frankly, may be deluded in their chances of succeeding in this highly competitive industry. The musicians who lose, in addition to diminishing their own utility vis-à-vis the aforementioned loss,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{76} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{78} Robert H. Frank & Philip J. Cook, \textit{The Winner-Take-All Society} 8-9 (The Free Press, 1995).
  \item \textsuperscript{79} \textit{Id.}; see also Anita Elberse, \textit{Blockbusters: Hit-Making, Risk-Taking, and the Big Business of Entertainment} (Henry Holt & Company, LLC, 2013).
  \item \textsuperscript{80} Perritt defines a musician as “serious” when he has made sufficient investment in the modern music industry via behavior like having a MySpace music page, and uses as a benchmark for “taking the spoils” achieving a yearly music income of $500,000 per year or more. Perritt, Jr., \textit{supra} note 71, at 105-106.
  \item \textsuperscript{81} \textit{Id.} at 106.
\end{itemize}
may hurt society via the opportunity costs the latter must bear because the musician chose to enter and lose the modern music industry lottery instead of, for example, becoming a doctor. Such an outcome is socially sub-optimal and inefficient. Further, even when one “hits the jackpot” and reaps the spoils of winning the competitive game of modern music, she more often than not gets but a small portion of her earnings because of the one-sided, yet widely tolerated, business practices of intermediaries.

B. Intermediary Interception of Payment Flows Makes Losers Even Out of the Modern Music Industry’s Biggest Winners

Despite a decreased dependence on intermediaries like record labels in the modern music industry, many musicians may still want to contract with them, and for good reason. Contracting with a record label may offer a musician tactical as well as strategic benefits. For example, a record label may offer a musician additional artist development resources, capital, and recording services. A label also may advertise and/or market a musician’s recorded music, in addition to manufacturing audio CDs of the musician’s recorded music, distributing those audio CDs to stores, and providing the musician an accounting of revenue and royalties earned. A record label may also enforce a musician’s copyright, thereby relieving the musician of a mighty burden. A record label provides these services via contract, of course, in exchange for a musician’s recordings and a predetermined percentage of any revenue he may earn during the contract period. It is within the details of these record label contracts that even the most successful artists find a devil that costs them money, as well as, in many cases, their artistic freedom.

Record label contracts notoriously contain cumbersome and confusing language, as well as non-negotiable terms that fundamentally work against a musician’s best interests. For example, record labels require musicians to transfer ownership in all of their sound recordings to the record label.

83. See id.
84. Perritt, Jr., supra note 71, at 79.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. See DONALD S. PASSMAN, ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE MUSIC BUSINESS 64 (8th ed. 2012).
89. Id. The clause in question, as taken from Future of Music Coalition, reads as follows:
Record label contracts also stipulate contract language sufficiently vague to lock musicians up for what may amount to the most commercially relevant years of their careers. The two most insidious sections of a record contract to which a musician must agree are the royalty calculation and cross-collateralization clauses. This report details some idiosyncrasies related to royalty calculations below.

A royalty, in the most generic terms, is the division of revenue between a musician signed to a record label and that label. A royalty rate stipulates what amount of money is due to an artist for each copy of his or her recording sold, performed, or somehow used in commerce. The royalty rate (for physical records) is a percentage of that physical product’s wholesale price, called published price to dealers (PPD). A musician may, for the purposes of the following illustration, earn a PPD royalty rate of fifteen percent. The signed musician may think, therefore, that, for every $1 in revenue, she is entitled to 15 cents. However, that is not true. The signed musician’s fifteen points are subject to a number of further deductions relevant to royalty rate

“...You grant and convey to Label, and confirm that Label shall be the exclusive, perpetual owner of all Masters throughout the universe, including without limitation, all copyrights therein as a “work made for hire”. Label and all parties authorized by Label shall have the exclusive right to exploit the Masters, and to use your name, voice and likeness in connection with such exploitation. The right to use your name, voice and likeness shall be exclusive during the term and non-exclusive thereafter.”

90. Id. The clause in question, as taken from Future of Music Coalition, reads as follows:

“The Term shall consist of an Initial Period and of the Option Periods (defined below) for which Company shall have exercised the options hereafter provided. The Initial Period and each Option Period are each hereafter sometimes referred to as a “Contract Period”. The Initial Period shall commence on the date hereof and shall continue until the earlier of the dates referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) immediately below:

a) the date twelve (12) months after the Delivery to Company, as defined in paragraph 19.09 below, of the fully equalized, digital tape Masters to be used in manufacturing the Phonograph Record units to be made for distribution in the United States from the last Master Recordings made in fulfillment of your Recording Commitment for the Contract Period concerned under Article 3 below; or

b) the date nine (9) months after the initial commercial release in the United States of the Album required to be delivered in fulfillment of your Recording Commitment for the Contract Period concerned; but will not end earlier than one (1) year after the date of its commencement.

You grant Company separate options to extend that Term for additional Contract Periods (“Option Periods”) on the same terms and conditions, except as otherwise provided herein. Company may exercise each of those options by sending you a written notice not later than the expiration date of the Contract Period, which is then in effect (the “Current Contract Period”). If Company exercises such an option, the Option Period concerned will begin immediately after the end of the Current Contract Period and shall continue until the earlier of the dates referred to in [the] paragraphs above.”
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calculations that effectively reduce an artist’s royalty basis. They include, but are not limited to, reserves, container charges, free goods allowances, cross-collateralization, territory and format adjustments, and channel of trade. Therefore, the $1 in basis may be worth as little as twenty-eights cents after the aforementioned deductions. The musician’s fifteen points are now worth far less than she previously envisaged.

Revenue sources beyond traditional sales of recorded music also continue to evade the major label musician. Signed musicians often see only 10-50 percent of sound recording revenue from digital sales on platforms like iTunes, Amazon, Google Play, or eMusic. Signed musicians reportedly receive similar percentages of sound recording revenue from interactive streams that occur on platforms like Spotify and Rhapsody; however, 10-50 percent of $0.00438 is effectively zero. Similar effective rates of zero apply to sound recording revenue earned from webcasters like Pandora and Sirius XM, and an absolute rate of zero applies to terrestrial radio. As a result, the outsized spoils about which a musician dreamed belong to everyone but her. This poor financial reality exists before even taking into account the many costs a signed musician must recoup before earning her first cent in royalties. The aforementioned calculations apply to the increasingly rare, “lucky” few who find themselves with a record contract in hand in the first place. For the vast majority of musicians who remain undiscovered, however, the notion that something other than the incentive theory must drive their motivations to not only create music, but to accelerate their rates of creation in the modern music economy, becomes stronger.

C. Hedonic Theories

Not every musician makes music hoping to earn a large payday. In fact, many musicians invest a significant amount of time making music for the

96. For more information, see RICHARD SCHULENBERG, LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY: AN INSIDER’S VIEW 62-82 (Billboard Books, 1999); see also Passman, note 87, at 74-82, 90-91; see also FMC Staff, note 88.

97. The musician in the above illustration may, therefore, collect as little as four cents for each physical unit sold. See id.


99. Independent cellist Zoe Keating revealed that, in 2014, she earned $0.00438 each time a user streamed her work on Spotify. This "per stream" royalty rate has been subsequently accepted as customary. See Resnikoff, supra note 66; see also Thomson, supra note 98; see also RETHINK MUSIC, supra note 69.

100. Radio broadcasters in the United States do not pay royalties to performers or sound recording copyright owners. See Thomson, supra note 98; see also RETHINK MUSIC, supra note 69.
sake of making music. For example, musicians report making music as a form of self-expression or technical love for the discipline. These responses suggest that music-making, for many musicians, is less formulaic and more expressive, individualistic, even spiritual.

Musicians may create music out of what many describe as an innate attraction to the discipline, as if they cannot help but create. Desire and love are at the root of this motivation. Musicians may also create music to express their identity and to build self-esteem. Musicians often label music as “part of [their] DNA;” consequently, musical expression is a critically important way to allow that existential DNA to manifest. Music may also build self-esteem. Celebrity musicians like Billie Joe Armstrong of Green Day report the intense emotional feelings they experience not only from technical mastery of musical tropes, but also from expressing such mastery to others. These motivations are related to pride and identity. Finally, musicians report an important motivation to share their music with others. They want to reach others in addition to expressing themselves. Further, they want to communicate with society at large, to leave their mark on the world through musical expression. These feelings are highly existential, and can be considered spiritual in nature.

Researchers have also uncovered that hedonic values mean more to those subscribing to them when others validate those hedonic values. Musicians also report that earning peer and consumer respect for their craft heightens the previously listed emotions, and further motivates their creative impulses. As a result, the music-making process is a highly personal, subjective, instinctual, and even egocentric endeavor. Given the highly personal, even self-centered, nature of music creation, one may wonder why musicians so fervently protest the evolution of copyright in the digital era.
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Frankly, why do musicians need money for something they currently do, happily, for free?

Musicians, like any individual living in a market economy, need money for survival. They must pay for quotidian necessities like shelter, food, and clothing, in addition to funding the requisite inputs for their music-making, like instruments and equipment. Musicians often work multiple jobs—both within and beyond the music industry—to afford those quotidian necessities. Working multiple jobs may leave musicians little space in their lives for music creation. Paying for musicians’ work may help alleviate this burden. Further, it provides to musicians the material conditions and space they need for music creation.

Musicians also report that consumers’ willingness-to-pay for their music brings them an added sense of validation. Notably, musicians consider making money from their music as “the difference between ‘making something of [themselves] and ‘fooling around.’” Previously, consumers’ willingness-to-pay for recorded music provided musicians that sense of validation. It also compensated musicians for the creative costs they bear when first creating a song. Now, however, consumers continue to enjoy new works, and in fact enjoy an increasing number of new works, while simultaneously lowering their willingness-to-pay for those new works to effectively zero. As a result, musicians no longer receive that sense of validation, and are no longer compensated for that initial creative cost. Further, a consumer who copies a musician’s song for free and thereafter distributes it pays no fixed creativity cost for those distributed copies, thereby extracting an outsized utility for herself to the musician’s economic detriment. This is a kind of consumer free-riding that paying musicians for their work would help solve.

A potent argument for more critically examining modern copyright’s evolution in the digital age may come not from musicians, but from the intermediaries who connect musicians to consumers. The expansive evidence described above reveals that not only do musicians largely create
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120. The free-rider problem occurs in economics when “some individuals in a population either consume more than their fair share of a common resource, or pay less than their fair share of the cost of a common resource.” See What Is the ‘Free Rider Problem’, INVESTOPEDIA, http://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/free_rider_problem.asp (last visited Apr. 22, 2016); see also Harold Demsetz, Creativity and the Economics of the Copyright Controversy, 6 REVIEW OF ECON. RESEARCH ON COPYRIGHT ISSUES, 5, 10 (2009).
music irrespective of copyright law, but that copyright law itself may not have been developed with musicians in mind. As such, a deep-dive into copyright law’s relationship with the intermediaries that drive the modern music industry forward may help clarify copyright law’s overarching relevance in the space.

IV. COPYRIGHT LAW, CORPORATIZED

Strong arguments exist that copyright law has never played an important role in artists’ creative production.121 However, copyright law may be critical to entice intermediaries to invest the capital necessary into musicians, their music, and into bringing both to enough consumers to earn a profit.122 The intermediaries most associated with the industrialization of music are the record labels. Record labels are companies that, according to Perritt, contribute eight distinct services to the music industry.123 Record labels (1) scout new artists; (2) invest capital into those artists; (3) facilitate and oversee artists’ recording processes; (4) manufacture compact discs; (5) market, advertise, and promote both the compact discs and the artists featured on those discs; (6) distribute artists’ music across a variety of channels; (7) manage revenue and royalty accounting for artists; and (8) enforce copyright.124 Record labels incur enormous expenses providing these services to artists.125 For example, between 2009 and 2013, record labels invested $20 billion in A&R and marketing.126 Further, record companies spent 27 percent of their revenue on those two business functions.127 Record labels also report that it requires a capital investment of between $500,000 and $2,000,000 to break a new artist in a major market.128
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128. Id. The breakdown of the figures listed above proceeds as follows:

New Artist Advance: $50,000 - $350,000
Recording: $150,000 - $500,000
In addition to these investment costs, record labels face high levels of investment risk, akin to the risks that venture capitalists face in technology and entrepreneurship. For example, for every five or six new albums that a record label releases, it only recovers its investment on one album. Given record labels’ need to maximize their profits despite the aforementioned dynamics, and the appurtenant difficulty in doing so, record labels have an economic motivation to extract as much value as they can from the creative assets they purchase, nurture, and promote.

One may question, however, the amount of risk the major record labels, in particular, truly bear. There are currently three major record labels: (1) Universal Music Group, (2) Sony/BMG Music Entertainment, and (3) Warner Music Group. All three have a global footprint that should give them the economies of scale as well as the business diversification necessary to effectively mitigate any of the risk described above. However, some music pundits point out that the majors’ combined dominance, in the U.S., at least, may be waning to the surge in independent record labels’ market share. Combined, the U.S. independents claim a 35.4 percent domestic market share by volume, up 0.3 percent from last year. The indies’ collective market share exceeds any individual market share the three major record labels enjoy, and continues to grow. As a result, the majors, at least, may plausibly face increased risks.

Record labels and intermediaries like them currently leverage copyright to extract value from the recorded music assets they own. For example, record labels provide the services described earlier to artists only after an artist transfers her sound recording copyrights to the record label. Further, songwriters transfer their composition copyrights to publishers, which are intermediaries that perform exploitative functions similar to record labels for

Video Production: $50,000 - $300,000
Tour Support: $50,000 - $150,000
Marketing & Promotion: $200,000 - $700,000
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songwriters and composers. These intermediaries, therefore, have a vested economic interest in maximally exploiting the works they decide to acquire.

Intermediaries’ economic interest in copyright exploitation is not confined to the music industry. The Walt Disney Company (“Disney”), the American media and entertainment conglomerate, has famously spent millions of dollars protecting the copyright of its most prized possession, Mickey Mouse. Mickey Mouse is more than a mouse and muse of legendary Disney founder Walt Disney. He is a copyrighted intellectual property asset worth a reported $5.8 billion per year to Disney. Originally debuted to the public on November 18, 1928, Mickey Mouse’s copyright was subject to the 1909 Copyright Act, granting him 56 years of federal copyright protection. As such, Mickey Mouse should have entered the public domain in 1984. However, Disney’s aggressive lobbying, alongside legislative reform enacted through the Copyright Act of 1976 and the Copyright Term Extension Act, continues to protect Mickey Mouse from the public, and Disney from billions of dollars in potential losses.

The technological advances discussed earlier in this report threaten intermediaries’ abilities to maximally extract economic value from the copyrights they possess. Further, in the eyes of many intermediaries, these technological advances directly violate their 17 U.S.C. § 106 rights. As such, intermediaries’ litigious responses to technology companies and consumers alike could have economically rational basis.
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Interestingly, technology is both foe and friend to music industry intermediaries. This is because the rise of music streaming services like Spotify has simultaneously destroyed old revenue sources (e.g., recorded music sales) and opened new ones (e.g., licensing). These licenses are becoming increasingly valuable and remunerative for intermediaries to exploit.\footnote{144} As such, intermediaries are investing more time and money into the catalogues of recorded music copyrights they possess.\footnote{145}

Despite intermediaries’ dogged protection of their commercial copyright interests, this report understands that the incentive theory of copyright may not be motivating their litigating and lobbying. The evidence proffered in the report suggests that, even without copyright, music would very likely continue to enter the market. As such, intermediaries may simply believe that they can better exploit the music that enters the market through copyright than can the musicians who make the music. They could also be rent-seeking.\footnote{146} In the absence of copyright, these intermediaries could find other ways to sustain the profits they currently enjoy. Copyright, therefore, could merely be a means to profit, and not a socially useful end unto itself.

In order to fully understand whether and to what extent intermediaries would stop bringing music to market in the absence of copyright (thereby evincing copyright’s basic social utility), the author believes a control study, devised to simulate and thereafter record collective corporate action in a world in which copyright did not exist, could begin to answer that question. However, the feasibility of executing and accurately extracting such motivations at scale are questionable and, unfortunately, beyond the scope of this report. Irrespective of motivation, however, intermediaries continue to be the largest beneficiaries of copyright law. This leaves the modern

\footnote{144. For example, Spotify reports that it pays approximately 70 percent of its revenue out to artists and rights holders in various capacities. However, it is important to note that the three major labels own a combined 20 percent of Spotify, making the net contribution of the business to record labels’ bottom lines difficult. See Marcone, \textit{supra} note 5; \textit{see Resnikoff, \textit{supra} note 66.}}

\footnote{145. For example, Sony Corporation recently announced that it has agreed to buy out Michael Jackson’s fifty percent stake in music publishing powerhouse Sony/ATV for approximately $750 million. The catalogue includes songs written and recorded by artists like Bob Dylan, Eminem, and Taylor Swift. The emergence of music streaming services like Spotify now provide record labels new and viable ways to reintroduce old music to the marketplace. \textit{See Sony buys Michael Jackson’s stake in music catalog for $750M, \textit{Associated Press}} (Mar. 15, 2016, 12:29AM EDT), \url{http://bigstory.ap.org/article/38b5de5febc247b7b0a333a8f87d7aa3/sony-buys-michael-jacksons-stake-music-catalog-750m}.}

\footnote{146. Rent-seeking occurs when an actor uses its own resources to acquire the surplus of another actor. Specifically, an actor may use its own resources, or the resources of a company, organization, or individual, to obtain economic gain without reciprocating any benefits to society. \textit{See David John Marotta, \textit{What Is Rent-Seeking Behavior?}, \textit{Forbes}} (Feb. 24, 2013), \url{http://www.forbes.com/sites/davidmarotta/2013/02/24/what-is-rent-seeking-behavior/#4a4bd5827f24; see also Rent Seeking, \textit{Investopedia}, \url{http://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/rentseeking.asp} (last visited Apr. 22, 2016).}
musician in a pernicious place, a place that copyright law is seemingly unable to help fill. The next part of this report explores three solutions for musicians that could.

V. SKETCHING THE MODERN MUSICIANS’ NEXT MOVE

The preceding four parts of this report reveal that musicians largely create music irrespective of copyright law. Further, musicians derive little to no benefit from copyright law for the music they ultimately make. As a result, today’s independent musicians are right to question the extent to which copyright law was ever meant to nurture their creativity or support their economic livelihood. Today’s musicians are also right to feel, in many ways, demoralized by the modern music industry’s market dynamics and copyright law’s inability to assuage the hardships, both creative and psychic, that they experience. This report argues, however, that all hope is not lost. Specifically, this report argues that there are three ways forward for today’s musicians as they manage their trajectories in the modern music industry. First, this report argues that musicians should look for change beyond copyright law reform. Second, this report argues that musicians eager for governmental intervention should champion such intervention through grants and subsidies instead of copyright law reform. Third and finally, this report argues that musicians may just need to strengthen their entrepreneurial acumen and adapt to the strong market forces currently at play in the modern music industry.

A. Look Beyond Copyright Law Reform

Many musicians hope that copyright law reform may be the panacea to their complaints that the market still treats music like a free – or ostensibly free – good. They hope that, by rewriting the statutory and legal foundations underlying the United States’ current copyright law regime, the market will subsequently correct and start paying creators more than zero for their work. Unfortunately, this logic fails to account for the immeasurable complexity underlying the link between copyright law, music pricing, and artist earnings. Further, it assumes that musicians are meant to be the primary beneficiaries of copyright law reform. A deep dive into the copyright law reforms that the United States Copyright Office recently proposed reveals that, again, copyright law – even as it potentially undergoes transformative reform – may not have the musician in mind. The two Sub-Sub Parts that follow posit that, first, musicians lack a meaningful voice in the copyright law reform debate. Second, the Copyright Office, through its report and
recommendations, ignored any voice that musicians have tried to exercise in the copyright law reform debate.

1. Musicians Lack a Meaningful Number of Seats at the Table

In February 2015, the United States Copyright Office released “Copyright and the Music Marketplace.” The 245-page report is the culmination of a yearlong study of music industry dynamics and stakeholders to identify, first, the most pressing inefficiencies facing the industry vis-à-vis copyright law, and, second, to offer a panoply of solutions to those inefficiencies, leveraging music licensing in particular. The Copyright Office invited public comment to address the existent industry inefficiencies through a first notice of inquiry. Twelve of the eighty-four parties who responded to the Copyright Office’s First Notice of Inquiry, or only 14.3 percent of respondents, are believed to be musicians. A further investigation of the parties that participated in the Copyright Office’s public hearings on copyright law reform in Nashville, Los Angeles, and New York further supports the statistic: musicians comprise but a small minority of those at the table fighting for copyright law reform. At first glance, those who criticize musicians’ vocal complaints about copyright can point to this low participation as evidence that musicians may not care about copyright law reform as much as they claim. Musicians are not actively fighting for seats at the copyright law reform table. As a result, perhaps they should not have them.

Musicians’ low participation, however, may be explained not by their apathy, but rather by their self-awareness. As discussed in previous parts, musicians are aware of copyright law’s limited ability to protect their rights. Musicians are further aware that they choose to create music despite this limited protection. As a result, musicians may be rightly choosing to overlook what few seats may exist for them at the copyright law reform table. A second, more generalized, explanation may be that musicians are largely
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creators first and foremost. They may, therefore, be increasingly concerned with that which they can directly control: their creative works. Last, musicians may have generally been unaware of the Copyright Office’s public notices. Little evidence exists to show that the Copyright Office widely publicized their notices. As a result, musicians may have largely been unaware that public commentary was even taking place. This combination of self-awareness, control maximization, and lack of publicity may more appropriately explain musicians’ low participation rates.

Copyright law’s legislative process may also actively exclude musicians. Jessica Litman, in her book Digital Copyright, notes that “copyright rules [have been] hammered out by copyright lawyers to adjust the commercial relations among their clients.”152 The rules now fail, in many ways, because the global proliferation of digital media through the Internet has extended questions of copyright beyond copyright lawyers and their clients to essentially every person on the planet.153 The rules of copyright simply were not meant to have such expansive reach. Copyright law is narrow, and its purveyors (largely copyright lawyers) are ruthlessly copyright-centric.154 These purveyors are also the ones that Congress calls upon to examine and revise copyright legislation, not musicians.155 This leads, inevitably, to more of the same: complex additions to the rules of the game that actively ignore musicians.

Interestingly, and perhaps disappointingly, is the realization, to be discussed below, that, despite whatever small amount of musician participation occurred during the Copyright Office’s inquiry periods, it seemingly did nothing to influence the Copyright Office’s ultimate recommendations for copyright law reform.

2. The Copyright Office’s Recommendations for Copyright Law Reform Ignore Musicians’ Interests

The Copyright Office, in its February 2015 report, established eight guiding principles underlying their recommendations for copyright law reform: (1) music creators should be compensated fairly for their work; (2) the music licensing process should be more efficient; (3) reliable data on existent music works should be available for those interested in licensing music; (4) rights holders should have easy access and transparency into licensing fees; (5) the government should treat music used in similar ways
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alike; (6) the government should also balance individual and collective interests in licensing transactions; (7) separate entities should manage rate setting and related antitrust issues; and (8) those rates should be consistent and market-oriented. These principles governed the recommendations, and tactical implementation strategies, that the Copyright Office ultimately offered in its report.

The Copyright Office specifically recommended actions like licensing parity and fair compensation, government involvement in music licensing, greater licensing transparency and efficiency, as well as building up-to-date licensing systems. However, nowhere in the report did the Copyright Office specifically address protective measures for musicians and songwriters. Although the report listed as a guiding principle that “music creators should be fairly compensated for their contributions,” it made no mention of how such equitable compensation would happen. This guiding principle, and the apparent lack of details surrounding its implementation, in many ways, feels like mere lip-service from the Copyright Office to musicians. Without tangible solutions to the problems of underpayment of music creators for their works, music creators have no choice but to have little faith in the Copyright Office or its proposed reforms.

Opponents of the argument above may point to the Copyright Office’s proposal to extend public performance rights in sound recordings to terrestrial radio as evidence of musicians’ interests being met. Currently, the United States only pays royalties to songwriters and publishers when their works are played on terrestrial radio. It does not pay royalties to the performer or the owner of the sound recording. These restrictions apply not only to American sound recordings, but also to sound recordings globally. As a result, the 75 or more countries around the world that pay public performance rights to performers and sound recording owners via terrestrial radio do not make such payment to American performers. However, should the United States institute a public performance royalty for sound recordings via terrestrial radio, it could not only help musicians – particularly those signed to record labels looking for ways to recoup their
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advances – but also the industry at large. The regime, as is, currently leaves tens of millions of dollars on the table that could, instead, be paid out to American musicians.\footnote{Id.} This argument is particularly potent given radio’s recent resurgence.\footnote{Id.} Despite reports to the contrary, radio seems to be booming.\footnote{See State of the Media: Audio Today, NIELSEN (Mar. 2015), http://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/corporate/us/en/reports-downloads/2015-reports/state-of-the-media-audio-today-q1-2015.pdf.} For example, radio currently reaches ninety percent of almost every demographic in the United States.\footnote{Id.} Further, Millennials – the largest and, to businesses, the most valuable generation since the Baby Boomers – report listening to, on average, over eleven hours of radio each week at a reach percentage of 91.3 percent.\footnote{Id.} As a result, the terrestrial radio public performance royalty for songwriters, combined with the continued health of the radio industry more broadly, could enrich all stakeholders in the modern music industry, particularly musicians.

This argument fails, however, to include the indirect and often opaque money flows in the music industry. Because most musicians whose works receive radio play contract with intermediaries like record labels that can help them receive radio play in the first place, musicians - specifically, recording artists - would ultimately see, at best, a fraction of the royalties in dispute in the Copyright Office’s proposal. Any amount of terrestrial radio revenue that a recording artist would receive would be contingent upon the contractual provisions to which they agreed with their respective intermediaries. Earlier parts of this report have discussed the one-sided, largely unremunerative deals that musicians sign with intermediaries, particularly the major record labels. As such, this benefit, again, would more likely accrue to the music industry’s intermediaries as opposed to the music industry’s creators.

The above argument also fails to account for the rare cohort of musicians lucky enough to even fret terrestrial radio public performance royalties. This report previously noted that a mere 0.2 percent of musicians in the United States are “megastars,” with another 0.9 percent classified as “mainstream.” This issue, therefore, may only be relevant to those musicians at the extreme top of the music industry ladder. Given the issues described in this sub-part, musicians eager to engage government for protection and stimulus should do so beyond the realm of copyright law reform.
B. Fight for Subsidies, not Legislation

American musicians have spent much of their time and resources lobbying Capitol Hill for changes in copyright law to nurture and protect their creative interests. They should consider, however, pivoting. American musicians should lobby Capitol Hill for subsidies to promote the creation of American pop music, much like the pop and rock-n-roll subsidies that exist for musicians in Canada.

Canada has a rich pop/rock music subsidy program.170 Two particularly notable programs are the country’s Radio Starmaker Fund (“Fund”) and The Foundation Assisting Canadian Talent on Recordings (“FACTOR”).171 An initiative between the Canadian Association of Broadcasters and the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission created the fund in 2000.172 The fund, which is private, states that its mission is to provide incremental investments in Canadian artists with “established track records.”173 Pop/rock artists achieve “established track records” when they have sold, at a minimum, 5,000 units within five years of their initial application if they self-release music or are signed to an indie label.174 Artists signed to a major label can apply if they have sold, at a minimum, 7,500 units within the aforementioned time period.175 Eligibility for independent artists ends once they have sold 150,000 units, while eligibility for major label artists ends once they have sold 100,000 units.176

While the Radio Starmaker Fund dedicates itself, truly, to making Canadian pop stars of established artists, FACTOR may often provide a Canadian musician with his or her first dollar.177 The foundation, a public/private partnership, provides monetary support to “the production of sound recordings by Canadian musicians.”178 The foundation also provides
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support to record companies looking to distribute Canadian music beyond the country’s borders. FACTOR reportedly provided early subsidies to Canadian acts like Nickelback and Sarah McLachlan. These acts have achieved global success, which, in many ways, was made possible because they received governmental support when they needed it most: at the very beginning of their music-making careers. American musicians should lobby the government, as well as private industry, for similar support at home.

Opponents of such subsidies may have moral objections much like those voiced in Britain in response to governmental subsidy of rock bands. Many in Britain worried that the government, in effect, was funding the storied “sex and drugs” that accompany “rock-n-roll.” Dissenters in the United States could likely have the same concerns. Criticism of public funding for the arts has long existed in the U.S., and has long rooted its opposition in religion and morality. Further, the political climate in the U.S., as a general matter, makes grants and subsidies for musicians difficult. As a result, much of the art that seems to get funded in the United States through the Congressionally mandated National Endowment for the Arts (“NEA”) feels muted. For example, the author’s cursory review of the types of music that the NEA funds reveals that the organization mostly supports generally uncontroversial genres like classical, jazz, chamber, and early music. One could hypothesize, then, that moral concerns may preclude more popular music genres from public funding in the United States.

Britain circumvented the aforementioned moral concerns by earmarking its subsidy funds for particular line items on bands’ expense sheets. For example, the country accepts uses related to marketing, tour
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support, or venue fees. The United States could make similar provisions to ensure that rock-n-roll subsidies are, in fact, used to make rock-n-roll.

Interestingly, the United States has ostensibly begun subsidizing popular music – through intermediaries. The International Trade Administration (“ITA”), in 2013, granted its first trade mission grant to a company in the music industry. The ITA granted the American Association of Independent Music $300,000, which the latter then used to send executives from a consortium of independent record labels to countries like South Korea, China, and Brazil to conduct market research and music distribution negotiations. These expeditions yielded promising deals for the cohort. One record label head, Alec Bemis of Brassland, landed a five-figure music festival deal along with music licensing negotiations in Hong Kong and Taiwan. These expeditions, though, continue what the previous parts of this report deems a long-standing tradition in the United States of supporting music industry intermediaries, without much recognition of - or regard for - music creators. The United States, therefore, has much work to do to help pop/rock musicians directly. Musician-specific subsidies could be a particularly potent remedy, and musicians should fight for them.

C. If You Can’t Beat ‘Em, Join ‘Em

The record-breaking proliferation of new music in the digital age suggests that musicians, in many ways, understand and accept that copyright law may not apply – or be relevant - to them. Further, many musicians create in spite of copyright law’s limitations and the modern music industry’s current zero-price paradigm. As a result, competition for listeners is fierce, and musicians who still lobby for increased copyright protection may be fighting a battle that has already been fought. These musicians, like all musicians, frankly, may need to simply adapt to the changing tide. The two Sub-Sub Parts that follow outline how a musician can adapt, while recognizing the psychic toll such adaptation may take on the musician.
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1. To Adapt, Today’s Musician Must Become a Marketer-Entrepreneur

The modern musician must demystify what it means to actually adapt to the changing tide. Popular music industry blogs and talking heads tout the new world of constant content creation. Modern musicians must be ready with stuff for listeners to consume – original music, cover tunes, videos, remixes – on a constant cycle. Further, it is not sufficient for the musician to merely create content constantly and to thereafter post it to Internet sites like YouTube and Facebook. The musician must find her audience. This is akin to the customer discovery process that Steve Blank famously illustrated for startup entrepreneurs in his book The Four Steps to the Epiphany. The conundrum here, though, is that it is almost impossible for a nascent musician’s content to rise above the deluge of content on the Internet in order to be found. For example, users upload approximately 300 hours of video content to YouTube each minute. The competition for eyeballs is truly ferocious. Today’s musician must, therefore, have a strategy for directing eyeballs to her content. Musicians must, in essence, flex their marketing chops, which often requires an advertising budget for musicians to use to pay for the customer discovery described above.

For example, this report’s author, who has been a professional musician with a pop album that reached the Canadian Adult Contemporary charts in 2009, hosts a “music” page on Facebook. When the author posts content to the page without paying an advertising fee, organic reach (e.g., the number of screens such posts ‘reach’ without paid advertising boosts) rarely eclipses 600. However, with a $100 paid advertising “boost,” the author’s reach often surpasses 13,000. The paid advertising not only gives the author “paid reach,” but also improves the author’s organic reach. This enhanced reach has a direct positive effect on the number of streams the author receives on music streaming platforms like Spotify, and even sales of his original music on sites like iTunes. As a result, the author, and musicians like him, must, in essence, pay to get played.

---
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194. This concept gels with the financial reality that the biggest chunk of a major record label’s capital investment in a new artist goes to marketing and advertising. As noted above, record labels often spend between $200,000 and $700,000 breaking a new artist in a major market.
The pay-to-be-played paradigm is problematic for most musicians. They cannot afford the regular advertising payments that the author described. A rare few musicians bypass this anomaly via virality; however, virality is notably rare and ephemeral. The lasting success that many musicians seek requires enough money for the musician to persevere through protracted periods of zero-or-negative earnings. She must have enough financial runway to pay her way into a sufficiently large and monetizable fan base. Today’s musician therefore faces the proverbial Catch-22. She needs money to discover and nurture fans, but needs fans to convert into customers willing to pay her money.

2. The Breadth of Adaptation Required May Exact Real and Psychic Costs from Musicians and Society

This market dynamic, in the author’s opinion, rightfully causes musicians concern, outrage, even despair. Michal, for example, is an Emmy-award winning composer and singer-songwriter. She was previously signed to Columbia Records during the early 2000s before the company dropped her from its roster. Since then, Michal has done what many musicians do – apply their talents elsewhere. She graduated from Yale University and then from Columbia Law School, and thereafter did a brief stint as an intellectual property litigator at the venerable law firm Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom. Michal has since left BigLaw and returned to her recording artist roots. This time, however, she is on her own.

The panoply of paradigm shifts described in this report have taken their toll on Michal, who also works as a voice and piano teacher out of her home to earn supplemental income. She recently posted a new song, entitled “Old” to her Facebook page, through a publicly accessible Dropbox account. In the post, Michal notes: “Being a songwriter is a really fun job if you don’t mind doing things for free, and constant low-level rejection and disappointment.” Further, Michal lamented, “And please don’t tell me to do it for love and not expect a reward because artists have bills to pay and deserve to feel valued by society like any other job you pour your heart and decades of your life into.”

Her post precisely, and painfully, illustrates the
quandary to which this report devotes itself. Musicians feel an intrinsic, hedonic pull to create music. The music creation process not only yields creativity and existential fulfillment for the creator, but also yields increased utility via entertainment, sensory stimulation, and even emotional/spiritual connection, for listeners in society, at scale. Yet the modern music industry supports an environment where almost 99 percent of these creators earn relatively small sums of money. The worry one can extract from posts like the one that Michal wrote – and, frankly, the reality – is that the vast majority of musicians, particularly those like Michal who face high opportunity costs (for example, as a first-year associate, Michal likely earned $160,000 per annum, the going-rate for BigLaw litigation attorneys at the time of her graduation from law school), will simply give up. These musicians may make the “rational” choice given current market constraints and pursue work with compensation commensurate with their perceived worth and the market’s willingness-to-pay. Those who do not give up may continue to toil with little reward, facing and struggling to overcome the “constant low-level rejection and disappointment” that is the byproduct of their perseverance. These feelings are a kind of psychic cost that music creators, and subsequently, society, must bear. As a result, even a society that equates music creation with hedonic indulgence may find it optimal to stop precluding artists from policy intervention and societal support in order to avoid the aforementioned psychic costs which may inject negative, or at the very least sub-optimal, externalities into broader society.

Critics may first note that Michal – and virtually all musicians – make choices about their careers. A musician who chooses to leave a high-paying job for the full-time pursuit of music is not entitled to similar pay – or potentially any pay - for her creative pursuits. Further, it is not the burden of society to make up for the musician the earnings she willfully foregoes in choosing to create music full-time.

Second, critics may equate music creation to any other, more traditional form of entrepreneurship. Society overwhelmingly underpays entrepreneurs for their inventions, products and services, reserving outsized rewards for the very few. Many in entrepreneurship hold that the primary reason that the

and deserve to feel valued by society like any other job you pour your heart and decades of your life into. I’ve been doing this professionally for almost two decades now, and I’ve basically got a trophy and some writing credits to show for it. But I’m still opening old wounds and looking in the mirror and trying to make something honest for like twenty folks to enjoy for free and like on FB. It’s not that teaching music isn’t rewarding, but it’s not performing on a stage every night. Anyway, here’s a nice depressing song for those of you paying attention. Thanks for reading this far and please hit share so maybe I’ll get one new listener.
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“lucky” few are in fact lucky is that they make a product that people want. Entrepreneurs must persevere – by working part-time on their businesses, or taking side jobs to bootstrap their businesses – until their products find a market fit, or pivot. Modern society may be asking musicians to do the same. Further, such “musical” pivots are not uncommon. For example, Lady Gaga famously performed rock and piano music at local clubs around New York City to almost no one before becoming the global pop-dance icon that millions of fans adore today. Musicians, therefore, may need to sublimate hedonism in order to get paid. Those musicians who choose not to pivot, in many ways, may, in this zero-price environment, ultimately be getting paid zero because they refuse to do the long, hard work required to give the market what it wants.

The high rates of music consumption, however, of mainstream and obscure music, reveal that the market is getting what it wants – for free. Consumers, for the first time in history, have what amounts to the entirety of the world’s music catalogue at their fingertips at a negligible cost. The utility surplus that consumers currently enjoy is truly astounding. Much like the entrepreneur would want to close this kind of value gap between producers and consumers in his business, so too do musicians. The entrepreneur is at an advantage, for he can raise prices and directly affect some modicum of change over this value exchange. The modern musician largely lacks such power, which is why it may be the role of the government, and of society, to find ways to give the modern musician that power.

CONCLUSION

A number of highly complex questions emerge from the aforementioned analysis. First, is it fair to ask musicians to sublimate their hedonic values to enter a “winner-take-all” lottery built on incentive theories of copyright that were never meant to support them? Second, in the context of creativity and creation, what would make the “winner-take-all” dynamics of the modern music industry feel more fair to those who choose to enter? Third, does, or should, society even care? Fourth, and more fundamentally, is music creation sufficiently distinct from business entrepreneurship or other forms of work to warrant increased policy oversight and intervention?
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While the answers to these questions are beyond the scope of this report, it appears that, despite the economically “unnatural” dynamics currently at play in the music industry, something must change. What that something is, however, remains to be seen. This report argues that any change that may come to the modern music industry will not – and perhaps, should not – come from copyright law.